We consider in the following the quantization of a simple model of a relativistic open string with a point mass attached at one end. The normal modes are derived and used to construct expressions for the position-position and position-conjugate commutators. Light cone gauge is used to find the mass squared operator. The singular part of the operator product expansion is derived.
INTRODUCTION
We consider in the following a relativistic bosonic open string with a point mass attached at one end. In a following paper [1] we will discuss a string with point masses attached at each end. This might be considered a model for a meson, as also discussed in the Lund model [2] , but incorporating some of the techniques of modern string theory. [3] [4] [5] In Section 2 we derive the oscillation modes and also an equation giving the allowed frequencies. The boundary condition due to the attached mass makes the standard canonical commutation relations invalid. The system could possibly be quantized using Dirac brackets [6] , but in Section 3 we find it more convenient to quantize the mode amplitudes. [7] The resulting expressions for the position-velocity and position-conjugate commutators are given a simplified form in Section 4. In Section 5 light cone gauge is used to find the expression for the mass squared operator. In Section 6 the singular part of the operator product expansion is derived.
THE OSCILLATION MODES
An open string has the action
Here the parameter T 0 has the role of a mass per unit length when it multiplies the time derivative term, and also is the coefficient of tension when it multiplies the spatial derivative term. We introduce a point mass at the σ = π end by increasing there the mass per unit length by a delta function distribution of strength m 0 . The string with an attached point mass at one end then has the action:
It obeys the boundary conditions
and the equation of motionẌ
There is a linear solution:
and also oscillating solutions:
where
and the frequencies ω must satisfy
as a consequence of Eq. (3 a).
QUANTIZATION
We write
and substitute this expression in Eq. (2) The terms in the Lagrangian involving
where we have used Eq. (8) The other time derivative terms are
where we have used Eq. (8)
Again using Eq. (8).
The spatial derivative terms are
′ then a typical factor is .
The Lagrangian can now be written as
From this we can find the canonical conjugates:
The canonical commutation rules are
Which for the zero mode implies that
and therefore with Eq. (5) we can identify
where p ν is the total momentum operator, with [x µ , p ν ] = iη µν . With Q (ω) = m 0 cos 2 (ωπ) + T 0 π , the non-zero modes satisfy
Using Eq. (7), this leads to
Define, for ω > 0
and for ω < 0
Then we get the conventional commutator:
And we can now write the coordinate operator as
The equal time position-velocity commutator is
We will examine this in detail in the following.
THE COMMUTATOR
The action of Eq. (2) gives for Π µ (τ, σ) , the operator canonical conjugate to X µ (τ, σ) ,
Then the position-conjugate commutator is therefore
The commutator function D (σ, σ ′ ) can be written as
where we have labeled the frequencies ω n given by Eg. (8) in the order of their magnitude, with ω n < ω n+1 and ω 0 = 0 . The function
has poles at each ω n with residue
Therefore, let C n denote a very small circular path in the complex plane around each real ω n , then we can write
Next we expand the circles C n to become two lines parallel to the real axis, one above and one below the real axis, plus a series of new, clockwise paths C for integers k, and with ω = ω k + ε near such a point, we have
The minus sign converts the clockwise paths to counterclockwise, giving us
since the functions However the denominator in the integrand near the zeros of cos (ωπ) becomes
There are therefore no poles other than those at ω n and thus
(3) In this case there are no extra poles in the integrand, but the parallel lines do contribute. The commutator function is now
We can now expand the integrations over the C n into one circle of radius R, and take the limit as R → ∞ . Then
Summarising, we can now write the commutator function as
where δ σ,π is an ordinary Kronecker delta, and δ π (σ, σ ′ ) = δ (σ − σ ′ ) and is non zero, so long as neither of its arguments equals π .
The position-conjugate commutator is now
THE MASS SQUARED OPERATOR
We determine the possible physical states by going into the light cone frame. In this frame
, and the remaining coordinates are X I , for I = 2, 3, · · · D − 2 . We then fix the gauge by setting
From Eq. (27) we see that this requires
(for ω = 0 ), and the Lagrangian becomes
From Eq. (27) we also see that the oscillatory parts of X − (τ, σ) appear in this Lagrangian as
where we have used Eq. (8). The oscillatory part of X − thus does not appear in the Lagrangian and may be set to 0. The Lagrangian becomes
This gives us
which is consistent with Eq. (45). With the components expanded as in Eq. (6) the Lagrangian becomes
The canonical momenta of Eq. (18) are now
From this we obtain the Hamiltonian,
We identify H = p − = −p + as it is the operator that changes τ . 
We regularize the third sum by considering 
